
                                                                             

Settlements Graphic Organizer Key

Physical features that promotes settlements    Physical features that prohibit settlements
large rivers deserts
river valleys mountain ranges
coastlines deep gorges
lakes poor soil
flat, fertile land volcanoes
forests
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Cause and Effect Graphic Organizer Key

Cause (Why it happened) Effect (What happened)

They needed water to meet their
basic needs

people settled near water

Ships could bring goods to the
people and they could trade.

people settled near rivers and
coastlines

So they could transport goods people settled near trails
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Paragraph Frame

In the ________________ part of the United States the lights
are located ________________________________________
because __________________________________________.
One physical feature that promotes settlement is ___________
_____________________because_______________________
_________________________________________________.
Another physical feature that promotes settlement is ________
__________________________because _________________
_________________________________________________.
There was (was not) a pattern to the location of the lights
because __________________________________________.
I learned that the location of the lights __________________
_________________________________________________.



                                                                             

Checklist for Paragraph Frame

1. ______ Paragraph is easy to read
2.      ______ Write in the correct intermediate direction (NE, SW, etc.)  of the

       United States map that they are assigned.
3.      ______ Write where the lights are located.
4.      ______ Write one physical feature that promotes settlement.
5.      ______ Write why this physical feature promotes settlement.
6.      ______ Write a second physical feature that promotes settlement.
7.      ______ Write why this second physical feature promotes settlement.
8.      ______ Write if there was a pattern for the lights or not.
9.      ______ Write why there was or was not a pattern for the lights.
10. ______ Write what they learned about the location of their lights.

Mastery: for Immediate and above 8 out of 10

Mastery for Beginning complete 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8


